
Item no.: 376795

MCE153 - Remote control sockets, indoor, mains, 3 pieces, programmable+ battery
for remote control

from 16,33 EUR
Item no.: 376795

shipping weight: 0.60 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Maclean Energy MCE153 3 pcs. remote-controlled indoor sockets. - programmable + battery for remote controlIndispensable devices in today's world where saving energy is a
popular topic. The purpose of the sockets with remote control is to operate household appliances such as lamps, fans and other electrical devices that we cannot reach to switch on
or off. A set created for convenience, so that any appliance connected to the socket can be switched on and off by remote control, even if it is in another room or behind furniture.In
addition, the sockets allow appliances that consume energy to be switched off, even in sleep mode (white and brown goods). The controlled socket can even be located behind a
wall or glass; the remote control does not need to see the sockets.
Technical data- Internal sockets, controlled by remote control 3 pieces programmable + remote control + batteries for the remote control- Power supply: 230V, 50Hz- Maximum
load: 16(2)A, 3600W- Operating frequency: 433.92MHz- Range: approx. 30m in open field- Remote control batteries: 2 AAA 1.5V (included)Scope of delivery- Brand new indoor
sockets- Remote control- Set of batteries for the remote control- Original manufacturer's packaging- Proof of purchasePROGRAMMING1.) Open the cover of the remote control and
insert two AAA 1.5V batteries. Then press On/Off to check if it works. If the LED indicator on the remote control lights up, the batteries are working properly.2.) Connect the socket
to the mains, the LED indicator flashes. Switch the remote control to channel selection mode. Note: The socket will exit channel selection mode after 29 seconds of inactivity.3.)
Press A-On, B-ON, C-ON or D-ON on the remote control to connect the socket. As soon as the connection is established, the LED display stops flashing. You can now switch the
socket on or off by pressing ON/OFF.4.) Deleting a single channel: Unplug the socket from the power outlet and reconnect it to the power supply (the LED display will start flashing
slowly in channel selection mode). Then press and hold the OFF button until the LED starts flashing rapidly (approx. 3-4 seconds), indicating that the selected channel has been
cancelled. Once the channel is cancelled, the receiver will return to selection mode. The total time for channel selection is 29 seconds.5.) Delete all selected channels: Unplug the
mains plug from the socket and plug it back in (the LED will start flashing slowly in channel selection mode). Then press and hold the OFF button 'ALL ON/OFF' until the LED
display starts flashing rapidly (approx. 3-4 seconds), indicating that all selected ON/OFF channels have been deleted. The LED will then stop flashing.
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